Intratumoral variations in DNA distribution patterns in mammary adenocarcinomas.
Correlated flow-cytometric (FCM) and microspectrophotometric (MSP) techniques were applied to investigating whether intratumoral variations in the DNA distribution patterns of 21 primary mammary adenocarcinomas can occur. Although neoplastic cell populations with both diploid and tetraploid (i.e., euploid) distribution patterns could be found in varying proportions in some of the tumors, there was no evidence in any tumor nodule for the presence of euploid populations in one part and aneuploid populations in another. This statement was based on the results of the MSP technique, where the assessments were made on cytodiagnostically identified neoplastic cells. Also, when applying the FCM technique the statement was found to be essentially valid; only one of the tumor nodules showed a DNA distribution pattern that, by means of the criteria used in this procedure, was defined as being both euploid and aneuploid. Here, however, the technique consists of assessments made on a great number of microscopically non-identified cells. It was concluded that when conflicting reports are given from different laboratories on the prognostic value of the cytochemically assessed DNA distribution patterns in breast carcinomas, they are not likely to be attributed to intratumoral DNA heterogeneity but, rather, to differences in the methods used and in the criteria applied for the so-called ploidy assessments.